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World Pumps India is very technically
informative magazine on pumps & allied
products which goes in to various
pumping applications. It keeps us updated
about the latest technologies in the pump
development field. We are not only
subscriber of the magazine but we also
send a copy to all our distribution network
in India.

M l Rathi, Chairman and Managing Director, Rathi Transpower Pvt Ltd
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We are glad to associate with
World Pumps India. We feel
Business News, Interview,
Cover Story and CaseStudy
are really useful. The
response and support of the
staff is excellent.

Ravi Prasad, Director Sales,
PSG India

World Pumps India is a first magazine I came across,
which is dedicated to pumps and its applications
related to the local Industry, i e, Indian Industry. I
found the articles featured and technology update
relevant to most of the demanding applications
end-users work in. World Pumps India is not a maga-
zine very commercialised, it is more content and

,"--_,,~t...-.....•facts based, which makes it different from others.

Vinita Singh,
Assistant Manager-Marketing and Communications, Cole-Parmer India

World Pumps
India is just
getting better &
better on every
issue. Being a
Next-Gen and
hailing from
Coimbatore,
dubbed as the

pump city of Asia with world
class pump manufacturers. I have
great hopes on the future of
Indian Pump Industry. I see World
Pumps India magazine's role as a
powerful catalyst in these
amazing times to come. My
hearty wishes to the young &
dynamic team at World Pumps
India on completing
5 years. Their best is yet to come.
We can & We will!

Kanishka Arumugam,
Deccan Pumps Private Limited

World
Pumps is a
legacy that's
hard to miss
in Pump
World.
Dating back
to it's
International

edition, which were more or less
the only formalised pumps
magazine once upon a time, it's
local India edition, has managed
to maintain the same class,
quality in it's contents and circu-
lation. Something, we all look
forward to read to know the
latest, the state-of-the-art and
innovation happening in our
world of pumps.

Shashi Shankar Naik,
Director - Flow Technologies, Pentair
Water India Pvt Ltd

World Pumps gives us information of happenings
about Indian Pump industry. The new product
Launch, Acquisitions, New business avenues are
explored very nicely in the magazine. Being
compact it's easy to go through and is seen on
the desks of almost all agencies dealing with
pumps. Congratulations to World Pumps Team for
5th anniversary and all the very best for the
future journey.

Nilesh Deshmukh, Manager-Marketing, Crompton Greaves Limited

Pumps are widely
used by the industry
and playa central
role in the sectors of
water supply and
sanitation, agricul-
ture, oil and gas
production, petro-
chemicals, mining,
power generation,
domestic and

household utilities, textiles, etc. World
Pumps India is a dedicated magazine for
bringing the cost effective and environmen-
tally responsible energy-efficient pumping
technologies to India. It has been of tremen-
dous assistance and helped us to incorpo-
rate energy efficient motor drives in
pumping stations and water supply projects.
It has become a leading source of pumps'
news and provides good analysis and insight
on new technologies, designs, methods,
safety, energy efficiency and environment
features and data that industry professionals
need to decide on the right fit for their
requirements. It has contributed to the
nation's economy significantly.

Rishabh Sethi,
Executive Director, SPML Infra Limited

CONGRATULATIONSand
keep up the good work
that you have done so
far and wish you all the
best for the future.
However, I would like to
see more local issues
like star marking on
pumps done by BEE

New Delhi. You can do this by asking the
manufacturers of the experience and the
difficulties faced by them in implementing
the same, there would be many issues which
may come up.

Rajiv Amin,
President, Indian Pump Manufacturer's Association,
Managing Director, Garwin Engineering Pvt Ltd


